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Abstract 
Zhang, S., Polynomial-time algorithms for testing strong isomorphism and computing the auto- 
morphism group of R-strongly connected automata, Theoretical Computer Science 95 (1992) 
263-277. 
An automaton A=(& Z, M) is said to be R-strongly connected if for every soS, R(s)=(r(s), Z, M,) is 
strongly connected, where r(s) = { M( , s x )I x EZ + } and M, is the map M restricted to r(s) x .X. The 
class of R-strongly connected automata includes strongly connected, permutation, group type, 
state-independent and right simple type automata. Polynomial-time algorithms for testing strong 
isomorphism and computing the automorphism group of R-strongly connected automata are given. 
1. Introduction 
The relationship between automata and graphs is well known. The graph iso- 
morphism problem- to devise a good algorithm for determining if two graphs are 
isomorphic-is of considerable practical importance, and is also of theoretical interest 
due to its relationship to the concept of NP-completeness. Determining the exact 
computational complexity of the graph isomorphism problem is currently an open 
problem [4]. Many computational complexity problems have been shown to be 
polynomial-time equivalent to the graph isomorphism problem; these are called 
isomorphism-complete problems. The problems of testing strong isomorphism and 
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computing the automorphism group of automata were shown to be isomorphism- 
complete in general [ 131; thus, it is of interest to find cases where these problems can 
be solved in polynomial time. Li and Zhang have given polynomial-time algorithms 
to test strong isomorphism and compute the automorphism group of cyclic automata 
c9, 141. 
In the present article, we introduce the concept of R-strongly connected automaton, 
discuss the relationships among strongly connected, permutation, group type, state- 
independent, right simple type and R-strongly connected automata, and show that the 
class of strongly connected and right simple type automata is properly included in the 
class of R-strongly connected automata. Some basic properties of R-strongly con- 
nected automata are given. Using the algorithms in [9, 143, we give polynomial-time 
algorithms to test strong isomorphism and compute the automorphism group of 
R-strongly connected automata. The model of computation used is the Turing 
machine, unless otherwise mentioned 
2. Preliminaries 
For a nonempty finite set E, we denote by C* the free monoid over z, i.e. the set of 
all strings of finite length of members of C including the empty string E, and we let 
c+ =C*-{E}. 
An automaton is a triple A = (S, C, M), where S is a nonempty finite set of states, C is 
a nonempty finite set of input symbols, and M, called the state transition function of A, 
is a mapping of S x C into S. 
The above definition of the state transition function is extended to 
M:SxC*+S 
by M(s, xa)=M(M(s, x), a) and M(s, E)=S for all SES, XE.X* and aeC. 
Let A=($ C, M) be an automaton. If for states s, t there exists XEC* such that 
M(s, x) = t, then t is said to be reachable from s. States s and t are said to be strongly 
connected ifs and t are reachable from each other. Automaton A is said to be strongly 
connected if each pair of states of A is strongly connected. 
Let A=(& C, M) be an automaton; an automaton B=( 7’, C, M’) is said to be 
a subautomaton of A if T G S and M’ is the restriction of M to T x .X. 
The automorphism group Aut(A) of an automaton A=(& C, M) is defined to be the 
collection of one-to-one maps ,fof S onto S satisfying ,f(M(s, x))= M (f(s), x) for all 
SES and xcC*. 
Automata A =(S, C, M) and B = (T, r, N) are said to be strongly isomorphic, de- 
noted by A z s B, if C = r and there exists a one-to-one mappingfof S onto T satisfying 
f(M(s, x))=N(f(s),x) for all SES and all XEC*. 
Let A =(S, C, M) and B=( T, C, N) be two automata which are strongly isomor- 
phic. [A,B], denotes the set of all strong isomorphisms from A onto B. 
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Let X be a fixed finite set. Sym(X) denotes the group whose elements are all 
bijections from X onto itself, i.e. the set of all permutations on X, and whose group 
operation is composition. Sym(X) is a permutation group and is called the symmetric 
group of X [7]. 
Let K be a subset of Sym(X). The group (K) generated by K is the smallest 
subgroup of Sym(X) which contains K as a subset. (K) consists of all permutations 
in Sym(X) which can be written as finite products of the permutations in K. K is called 
a generating set for (K) [7]. 
Let {Sili=l, 2,..., n} and { q ( i = 1, 2,. . , n > be two families of nonempty sets such 
that SinSj=@ for all i #j. Let {A: Si+ z 1 i= 1,2,. . , n} be a family of maps. Then 
: 1 T, is a map given by f(x) =A(x) if x E Si. This map is denoted by f$‘;‘,“i’u.= 
III 
3. R-strongly connected automata 
Let A = (S, C, M) be an automaton and SES. Define the reachability set of s to be 
r(s)= { M(s, x)IxEC+ }, and then define the subautomaton associated with s to be 
R(s)=(r(s), C, M,), where M, is the map M restricted to r(s) x C. 
Definition 3.1. An automaton A=(S, Z, M) is said to be R-strongly connected if for 
every SES, R(s) = (r(s), Z, M,) is strongly connected. 
Obviously, every strongly connected automaton is R-strongly connected. However, 
an R-strongly connected automaton need not be strongly connected. A simple 
example of this is the automaton A = (S, C, M), where S = {sl, s2, sj }, C = (a, b} and 
M is specified by the state diagram of Fig. 1. Clearly, A is R-strongly connected, but is 
not strongly connected. 
Watanabe and Noguchi have considered the classification of automata according 
to their characteristic semigroups, and have presented a complete hierarchy of 
automata [12]. In the following we consider the relationship between R-strongly 
connected automata and some classes of automata in this classification. 
a b 
Fig. 1. The transition diagram of a finite automaton. 
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Let A=(S, C, M) be an automaton and define relations ps @ES) and pA such that 
vx, y&z;+, xpsy o M(s, x)=M(s, y) and pA = nspsps. It is easily proved that pA 
is a congruence relation on C +. The quotient semigroup of C ’ modulo pa, denoted 
by Z(A), is called the characteristic semigroup of A [l 11. 
A semigroup I is called right simple if and only if for any a, bE1 there exists ccl such 
that UC = b, and a semigroup I is called a right group if and only if I is a right simple 
semigroup with a left identity [3]. 
Definition 3.2 (Watanabe and Noguchi [12]). A =(S, C, M) is called a right simple 
(right group, group) type automaton if Z(A) is a right simple semigroup (right group, 
group). 
Lemma 3.3. Every right simple type automaton is R-strongly connected. 
Proof. Let A=(& C, M) be a right simple type automaton and SES. For any 
si, SUET, we have s1 = M(s, x) and s2 = M(s, y) for some x, yeC+. Since I(A) is right 
simple, there exists ZEC+ such that [y] [z] = [xl. It follows that M(t, yz) =M(t, x) for 
all teS. Thus, 
s,=M(s,x)=M(s,yz)=M(M(s,y),z)=M(s,,z). 
Since s1 and s2 are arbitrary states in r(s), it follows that R(s) =(r(s), Z, M,) is strongly 
connected. Hence, A is R-strongly connected. 0 
The converse of Lemma 3.3 is not true in general. For example, let A=($ C, M) 
be the automaton of Fig. 2, where S = {sr , s2, s3, s4} and C= {a, b}. Obviously, A is 
Fig. 2. The transition diagram of a finite automaton. 
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R-strongly connected. Let 1x1, denote the number of times the letter a appears in the 
word x. For any XEC+, we have 
M(si,ax)#M(si,b), ifIxl,fl(mod3), 
and 
M(sz 3 ax) # M(sZ, b), if 1x1, E 1 (mod 3). 
It follows that there is no XEC+ such that [a] [x] = [b], i.e. I(A)= C+lpl is not right 
simple. Hence, A is not a right simple type automaton. 
The following corollary is obvious. 
Corollary 3.4. Every group (right group) type automaton is R-strongly connected. 
Definition 3.5 (Watanabe and Noguchi [ 12)). A =(S, C, M) is said to be a permutation 
automaton if, for all s, tES and UEC, M(s, a)=M(t, a) implies that s= t. 
Since every permutation automaton is a group type automaton, it follows from 
Corollary 3.4 that every permutation automaton is R-strongly connected. 
Definition 3.6 (Trauth [lo]). A = (S, C, M) is called state-independent if ps = pr for all 
s. tfzs. 
By Lemma 9 in [12], every state-independent automaton is a right group type 
automaton; it follows from Corollary 3.4 that every state-independent automaton is 
R-strongly connected. 
Using the terminology of [12], the classes of permutation (A’), strongly connected 
(A”), group type (AG), state-independent (A”), right group type (ARG), right simple 
type (A”‘) and R-strongly connected (ARSC) automata are denoted by K(AP), K(ASC), 
K(AG), K(A”‘), K(ARG), K(A”‘) and K(ARSC), respectively. 
Note that Z(A) is finite for any automaton A. By Theorem 1.27 in [3], every finite 
right simple semigroup is a right group; it follows that K(ARS)=K(ARG). 
It can easily be seen that a strongly connected automaton is group type automaton 
if and only if it is a permutation automaton, i.e. K(ASC)nK(AG)=K(ASC)nK(AP). 
The next proposition follows from Theorem 9 in [12] and the facts stated above. 
Proposition 3.7. K(ARSC) I K(ARS)=K(ARG) 3 K(AS’), K(ARG) 3 K(AG) 3 K(AP), 
K(ARSC) 3 K(Asc) and K(ASC)nK(AG)=K(ASC)nK(AP). 
The inclusions of Proposition 3.7 are shown in Fig. 3. 
4. Some basic properties of R-strongly connected automata 
Let A =(S, Z, M) be an automaton and s, s’ES, with s #s’. A semipath from s to s’ is 
an alternating sequence of states and input symbols sOxlsl . ..x.s, in which i #j 
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Fig. 3. The inclusions of Proposition 3.7. 
impliessi#sj,s,=s,s,=s’,and M(si_i,xi)=sior M(si,xi)=si-l foreachsigSand 
Xi~C. 
As in [12], an automaton A =(S, 1, M) is said to be weakly connected if for each 
pair (s, s’)ES x S with s # s’ there exists a semipath from s to s’. 
Definition 4.1 (Watanabe and Noguchi [12]). Let t > 1. A =(S, C, M) is a direct sum of 
Ai=(Si,C,Mi)(i=1,2,...,t),denoted by A=Oi=,,,Ai,ifandonlyif(l)S=U:=, Si, 
(2) i #j implies SinSj=8 and (3) S~Si implies M(s, x)=Mi(s, X) for all SES and XEC*. 
An automaton that is both weakly connected and R-strongly connected will be 
called a component. The next proposition follows from Theorem 1 in [12]. 
Proposition 4.2. Let A be any R-strongly connected automaton. Then A = @i = 1, f Ai for 
some t, where each Ai is a component. 
It is obvious that the class of automata which are direct sums of strongly connected 
automata forms a proper subclass of the class of R-strongly connected automata. 
Proposition 4.3. Let A =(S, C, M) be a component. Then, r(s)=r(s’) for all s, s’ES. In 
particular, a component A is strongly connected if and only ifsEr(s) for each SES. 
Proof. Let SO = USES r(s); then SO={M(s,x)Is~S and XEZ+}. Define A,=(SO,C, 
M,), where MO is the map M restricted to SO x C. It suffices to show that the 
subautomaton A0 is strongly connected. 
Let sO, s~ES~. Since A is weakly connected, there exist sl, s2, . . . , s,_ I ES and 
al, . . ..a.EC such that sOulslu2s2...s,_lams,r where M (si _ 1, ai) = Si or 
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M(si,ai)=si_l,i=l,..., m, and sb = s,. By induction on m, we are going to show that 
there exists XEZ‘+ such that M(sO, x)=sb. If m=l, then M(s,,a,)=sb or 
M(sb, a, ) = so. In both cases, there exists SES such that so, sb~r(s); it follows that there 
exists XEC + such that M(so, x)=sb since R(s)=(r(s), C, M,) is strongly connected. 
Suppose that m > 1 and assume that if to, &ES,, , and if there exists a semipath from to 
tot~:tobltI...t,_lb,t~,n<m,thenthereexistsy~Zf suchthatM(t,,y)=tb.There 
are two cases. 
Case 1: s,_~ES~. Consider the two semipaths ~~a,s,a,s,...s,_,a,_,s,_, 
and s,_ 1 a,,,~, By our induction assumption there exist y,, y,eC + such that 
M(s~,~~)=s,,_~ and M(s,_~,~~)=s,,,. Let x=y,y,. Then 
=s,=sb. 
Case 2: s,_,$So. Then we must have M(s,_~,u,)=s, and M(s,_~,~,_,) 
= s, _ 2, by the construction of So. Thus, s, _ 2, s,Er(s,_l), and there exists x~EC+ 
such that M(s,_~, xl)=s, since R (s, _ 1 ) = (r(s,_ 1 ), C, M,,,, _ , ) is strongly con- 
nected. Since s, _ z E So, by our induction assumption there exists X~EC + such that 
M(so, x~)=s,_~. Let x=x2x1. Then M(so, x)=M(so, x2x1)=s,=sb. 
Therefore, there exists XEC+ such that M(so, x)=sb, i.e. Mo(so, x)=sb. Since so,sb 
are arbitrary states in So, it follows that A0 is strongly connected. 0 
By the proof of Proposition 4.3, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.4. Let A =(S, C, M) be a component, and let So = (M(s, x)ls~S and XEC’ } 
and Mo=MIsoX =. Then A, =(S,, Z, MO) is the unique strongly connected subauto- 
maton of A. 
Remark 4.5. From Proposition 4.3, it is obvious that the class of R-strongly connec- 
ted automata would be equivalent to the class of automata which are direct sums of 
strongly connected automata if we chose r(s)= {M(s, x)lx~C*} in the definition of 
R(s). Thus, we obtain a wider class of automata by choosing r(s)= { M(s, x)lx~C + }. 
Proposition 4.6. Let A=(S, C, M) be an automaton with n states and r input symbols. 
Then we can decide in at most 0(max(r2n2, rn3)) time whether or not A is R-strongly 
connected. 
Proof. Let SES and define 
B,={M(s, a)lu~C} 
Bi=Bi~,u{s,ESI3a~Cand S;EBi_I such that M(s;,u)=s,], i=l,2,... 
Then, there exists kdn- 1 such that Bk=Bk+ 1, i.e. r(s)=&. Thus, we can find 
R(s)=(r(s), Z, M,) in at most O(rn’) time. By Proposition 3 in [ll], we can decide in 
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at most O(r’n) time whether or not R(s) is strongly connected. Hence, it can be 
decided in at most 0(max(r2n2, rn3)) time whether or not A is R-strongly 
connected. 0 
Remark 4.7. In the proof of Proposition 4.6, we used a random access machine 
(RAM) as the model of computation under the uniform cost criterion, where each 
RAM instruction requires one unit of time [l, 111. 
By the proof of Proposition 4.6 we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.8. Let A=(S, Z‘, M) be an R-strongly connected automaton and SES. Then 
the strongly connected subautomaton R(s) = (r(s), C, M,) can be found in at most 0(rn2) 
time. 
5. Review of previous results 
For later use it will be necessary to establish polynomial-time algorithms for testing 
strong isomorphism and computing the automorphism group of strongly connected 
automata. We extract from [9, 141 the following lemmas. 
Lemma 5.1. Let A be a strongly connected automaton with n states and r input symbols. 
Then 1 Aut(A)l <n and we can determine Aut (A) in at most O(rn3) time. 
Lemma 5.2. Let A and B be two strongly connected automata with n states each and the 
same r input symbols. Then we can test strong isomorphism of A and B in at most 0(rn4) 
time; if A and B are strongly isomorphic, we can determine [A, B], in the same time 
bound. 
For the reader’s convenience we review the algorithms in [9, 143 for Lemmas 5.1 
and 5.2. However, the proofs are omitted here. 
For Lemma 5.1, let A =(S, C, M) be a strongly connected automaton with n states 
and r input symbols. Choose a state sO~S and define 
T,,={seS/for any x,y~C*, xp,,y implies xpsy}. 
and 
q:Aut(A) + T,,, where n(f) =f(so ). 
Then, n is a one-to-one mapping of Aut (A) onto T,,,, i.e. I Aut (A) I = I T,, I. 
We construct T,, as follows: 
Step I: Number the states of S-{so}, say, sr,..., s,_r and find XiEC*, lXtl<n, such 
that M(s,,, xi)=si, i=O, I,..., n-l; in particular, Xg=E. 
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Step 2: For each state YES, do the following. 
Step 2.1: Let ti=M(t, Xi), i=O, l,..., n- 1. If M(t, xi)=M(t, xj) for some i and j, 
i #j, then the state M(t, xi) = M(t, xj) is endowed with numbers i and j; thus, it is 
possible that there are some states which are labeled with two or more numbers. 
Step 2.2: For each ~EC, let P(M(si, a))= { j} if M(si, a)=sj, and P(M(ti, u)) 
={j(tj=M(ti, a)}, i.e. P(M(ti, a)) is the set of all numbers of the state M(ti, a) in 
step 2.1. 
Step 2.3: Check whether P(M(si, a)) c P(M(ti, a)) for all i=O, l,...,n- 1 and all 
UEC. If it is, then tET,,; otherwise, t$Ts,. 
After the set T,, is constructed, for every s E T,, , let f(M(sO, x)) = A4 (s, x) for any 
XEC*; thus, we obtain all automorphisms of A, i.e. Aut(A). 
For Lemma 5.2, let A = (S, C, M) and B =(T, C, N) be two strongly connected 
automata with n states and Y input symbols each. Choose a state SUES, and let 
T={t,,, tl ,..., t,-l}. Define 
Ai=(SuT,Cu{o},Mi), i=O, l,...,n-1, a#Z, 
where, for all SESU T and all UEC, 
Mi(S, U)= 
M(s, a) if ES, 
N(s, a) if SET. 
i 
ti if s=sO, 
Mi(S, a)= SO if S=ti, 
S otherwise. 
Then, (1) each Ai is a strongly connected automaton (i = 0, 1,. . , n - 1); (2) A z sB if 
and only if there exists Ai such that IAut (Ai) 22 (06 i<n- 1); (3) if A and B are 
strongly isomorphic, and f is a one-to-one map of S onto T, then f is a strong 
isomorphism if and only if fuf- ’ EAut (Ai) for some i, 0 did n - 1. 
6. Computing the automorphism group of a component 
In this section we give a polynomial-time algorithm for computing the automor- 
phism group of a component. 
Let A =(S, C, M) be a component with n states and r input symbols. By Corollaries 
4.4 and 4.8, we can find the strongly connected subautomaton A, = (So, C, MO) in at 
most O(rn*) time. By Lemma 5.1, we can determine the automorphism group 
Aut (A,) of A0 in at most O(rn3) time. Let So = S- So. Then, there are two cases as 
follows: 
Case 1: So=@. Then A=Ao, Aut(A)=Aut(A,), and we are done. 
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From now on, until Proposition 6.5, we consider only case (2). 
Case 2: $, # 8. Define a relation -z on &, as follows: 
si -zs2 if and only if M(si, a)=M(s2, a) for all EC. 
Obviously, -z is an equivalence relation on $,. For SE$,, let 
[s]={S’ESO/s-@‘}, s,/_,={[s]~sEso}. 
Letf,EAut (A,); ,fo is said to be extensible if there existsfEAut(A) such that& =fIs,. 
Lemma 6.1. (1) IffiAut(A), thenfls,EAut(AO). 
(2) foEAut(Ao) is extensible ifund only ifthere exists a unique permutation p on SO/_, 
such that for each [s]ES~/_~, IC~~I=IP(C~~)~ and .I;,Vf(s,4=M(s’,4 for SOme 
s’~p([s]) and all UEC. 
Proof. (1) This follows immediately. 
(2) Iffo =flSo for some&Aut (A), then SE$~ if and only iff(s)Eg,,, and t~[s] if and 
only iff(t)E[f(s)]. Define p: So/_r+&,/_z by 
Since ,f is one-to-one, p is a permutation on S0/_z such that for each [s] ES~/_~ 
Ic~ll=l[If~~~ll=lP~Il~l~l 
and 
f(M(s, a))=fd(M(s, u))=M(f’(s), a) for all UEC and f(s)~p([s]), 
as desired. To see the uniqueness of p, let p’ be a permutation on &/,, such that for 
each [s]ES~/_~, I[s]l=Ip’([s])l andjA(M(s, u))=M(t, a) for some tGp’([s]) and all 
UEC. For any [s]ES~/,~ and tEp’([s]), we have 
M(f(s), u)=f(M(s, u))=fo(M(s, u))=M(t, a) for all uEZ‘; 
it follows that p’([s])= [t] = [f(s)] =p([s]), by the definition of wz. Thus, p=p’. 
Conversely, suppose there exists a permutation p on g,/_, such that for each 
- 
Csl~So/-z~ I[s]l=1p([s])l and fo(M(s, u))=M(s’, a) for all UEZ, where s’EP([s]). 
For each [s]E~~/_~., let gtsl,p~lsl~ be a one-to-one mapping of [s] onto p([s]). Since 
I Csl I = IP(CSI)L such a sIsl, p([s~) must exist. Hence, it is easy to show that 
f=fo” c U[&_z stsl.PUsl)l EAut(A), i.e.fo is extensible. 0 
By the proof of Lemma 6.1, we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 6.2. Let f he a permutation on S. Then fEAut(A) ifand only ifthere exists an 
extensible,foEAut(AO) and u one-to-one muppiny g~sI,P~~sl~ of [s] onto p([s])for each 
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[s]E~~/~~ such chatf=& u [ ~Cb,~SU,_Ig~Sl,P(M)], where p is the permutation on &/_,, 
determined uniquely byfo in Lemma 6.1(2). 
Obviously, the identity automorphism of A,, is extensible. Thus, we have 
Corollary 6.3. For each [s]&/_~, we have f= 1~ u h,,,EAut (A) for any permutation - 
hIsl on [s], where [s] = S - [s] and 1% is the identity permutation on m. 
Proof. By the definition of -r:, this is immediate. 0 
It is well known that the symmetric group S, on (1,2, . . . . n} is generated by 
permutations a=(12) and z =(I23 . ..n) [7]. For each [s]E&/_~ (where we assume 
that \[s]\ > 1; otherwise, the case is trivial), number the states in [s], say, 
[s] = {sr , .. ,st}. Then the symmetric group on [s] is generated by 
hfs, = 
s1 s2 s3 . . . s, 
= 
61 s2) 
s2 s1 s3 . . . s, 
his, = 
s1 s2 s3 . . . s, 
= 
(Sl s2 s3 ... s*) 
s2 s3 sq . . . s1 
Hence, the subgroup { 1% u hLsl I for any permutation h,,, on [s] > is generated by 
fbl = 1% u h& and _f& = 1~ u hiSI. 
Let {fi,..., f “0 ) E Aut(&) be the set of all extensible automorphisms of Ao. For 
each iE (1, 2,. . . , q >, let pi be the permutation on $,/_, determined uniquely by f6 in 
Lemma 6.1(2). For each i~fl, 2,..., q} and [s]E,?~/_~, let gtsl,PiuSl~ be a one-to-one 
mapping of [s] onto pi([s]); by Lemma 6.1(2), such a gtSI,Pi~tSl~ must exist. Define 
$=f'bu u SM. Pi(ISl) 
1 
for i=1,2 ,..., q. 
CSIEG/_Z 
Finally, let 
Since A~ = (& , C, M,, ) is strongly connected, q d I Aut (A, 1 I < I SO I < IS I = n, by 
Lemma 5.1. Then, 
and the following lemma holds. 
Lemma 6.4. Aut(A)=(K). 
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Proof. By Corollaries 6.2 and 6.3, we have K E Aut (A) and (K) z Am(A). It remains 
to show that Am(A) c (K). Let fEAut(A). By Corollary 6.2, we have 
f=fbu 
[ 
u Sisl, PI ([Sl) 
1 
for some iE{ 1, 2 ,..., q}, 
Isl~~o;__, 
where g~S1,p,~ISl~ is a one-to-one mapping of [s] onto pi([s]) for each [s]~,?~/_~. For 
each [s]E&/,,, let 44 = Cm. p1 crS~J - ’ . sh, R ([sl); then h,,, is a permutation on [s] 
and, so, ht,r~(k 4, > (if I Csl I = 1, then h,,, = Csrsl. pi & - 1 .&I, p, ([slj = 1 I fsl, where 1 
is the identity permutation on 5). For each [S]E S,,/ _r, let frSl = 1~s~” hrSl. Then 
f;Sr~<firslJ% > andf=fi.n[~,~S~_~f;~l, i.e. fe(K). Hence, Aut(A)=(K). 0 
The previous lemma provides an algorithm for determining a generating set of the 
automorphism group of a component. We analyze the time complexity in the follow- 
ing proposition. 
Proposition 6.5. Let A = (S, Z, M) be a component with n states and r input symbols. 
Then we can determine a generating set of Aut(A) in at most 0(m3) time. 
Proof. By the previous results, A, and Aut (A,) can be obtained in at most O(rn3) 
time. If SO =8, then A= AO, Aut(A)=Aut(A,), and we are done. If SO # 0, then &/_r 
can be obtained in at most O(rn’) time. For each iE{ 1,2, . . . . qj, pi and j can be 
obtained in at most O(rn2) time; thus, {fi , . . . , &}, can be obtained in at most 0(rn3) 
time.Foreach[~]~,!?~/_~,{f~~,f~~~} can be obtained in at most O(n) time. Hence, the 
generating set K of Aut(A) can be determined in at most 0(rn3) time. 0 
7. Testing strong isomorphism of components 
In this section we give a polynomial-time algorithm for testing strong isomorphism 
of components. 
Let A =(S, Z, M), and B=(T, Z, N) be two components with n states and r input 
symbols each. Then we can find the strongly connected subautomata A, =(S,, Z, M,) 
and &=(T,,, Z:, N,) in at most O(rn’) time. By Lemma 5.2, we can test strong 
isomorphism of A0 and BO in at most 0(rn4) time. If A,, and BO are strongly 
isomorphic, we can determine [A,, B,], in the same time bound, and we have the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 7.1. jAut(A,)I=J[A,,B,],I <n. 
Proof. Let CJE[A~,B,],; define q:Aut(AO)-‘[AO,BO]S by ~](f)=gf for any 
fEAut (A,). For any g1 E[A~, &I,, obviously, we have c-l alEAut(Ao) and 
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fl (a-’ err ) = crl. Thus, q is a map of Aut (A,) onto [A,, B,], . Since o is one-to-one, q is 
a bijection. Hence, 1 [A,, EO]sl = I Am(&)1 dn, by Lemma 5.1. 0 
Lemma 7.2. A z SB if and only if (1) A, z;s &,, (2) IS,I=lT,l and (3) if ISOl=I~Ol~l, 
there existf,E[&,, B,], and a bijection p from SO/_, onto TO/_, such that for each 
[s]~$,/_~, I[s]I=lp([s])I andf,(M(s, a))=N(t, a) for some t~p([s]) and all UEC. 
Proof. If A z sB, then there is a one-to-one and onto mapping $S+ T such that 
f(M(s, a))=N(f(s), a) for all SES and all aeC. Thus,f,=fls,~[A,, B,],; this implies 
that (1) and (2) hold. Now we assume that I &, I =I To 13 1; otherwise, the case is trivial. 
Define P:&/_~+ T,/_, by 
Sincef is one-to-one, then p is a bijection such that for each [~]ES~/_~, 
and 
f(M(s, a))=fo(M(s, a))=N(f(s), a) for all EC andf(s)Ep([s]), 
as desired, so that we have (3). 
Conversely, suppose that (l), (2) and (3) hold. Then there exist fo~[A~, B,], and 
a bijection p from SO/_, onto T,,/_, such that for each [s]E&,/_~, I[s]l=Ip([s])l 
and &(M(s, u))=N(t, a) for all UEC and some t~p([s]). Above we assume that 
If?,, I = I To I 2 1; otherwise, the case is trivial. Let gtsl, p(tslJ be a one-to-one mapping 
of Csl onto ~(Csl); since ICsll=I~Ksl)l, such a gtsl,pttsl~ must exist. Thus, it is easy 
to show that f=f, u C UlsltF;,_, %I, p~[s~J 1 is a strong isomorphism of A onto B. Hence 
AZ& 0 
Proposition 7.3. Let A=(& Z, M) and B=( T, C, N) be two components with n states 
and I input symbols each. Then we can test strong isomorphism of A and B in at most 
0(m4) time; f A and B are strongly isomorphic, we can construct a strong isomorphism 
in the same time bound. 
The proof of Proposition 7.3 follows easily from the proof of Lemma 7.2. 
8. Extension to the general R-strongly connected case 
We now consider how to test strong isomorphism and determine the automor- 
phism group of R-strongly connected automata which are not necessarily weakly 
connected. 
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Theorem 8.1. Let A and B be two R-strongly connected automata with n states each and 
the same r input symbols. Then we can test strong isomorphism of A and B in at most 
0(m4) time; ifA and B are strongly isomorphic, we can construct a strong isomorphism 
in the same bound. 
Proof. In 0 (rn’ ) time we can find the components of A and B. If A and B do not have 
an equal number of components of equal size, then they cannot be strongly isomor- 
phic. (The size of an automaton is its number of states.) So, let A and B have ti 
components of size mi, 1 <i < k. We test at most tf components of size mi for strong 
isomorphism. By Proposition 7.3, this requires a total of O((tf rnf .r) time. Since 
Cf= 1 ti. mi = n, strong isomorphism of A and B can be tested in at most 0(rn4) time. It 
is clear that we can construct a strong isomorphism in the same time bound. 0 
We therefore obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 8.2. If A is an R-strongly connected automaton with n states and r input 
symbols, then we can determine a generating set of Aut (A) in at most O(rn4) time. 
Proof. Aut (A) is generated by a set K1 u Kz, where K I generates all automorphisms 
which fix set wise the states of each component of A and K, generates all possible 
permutations of strongly isomorphic components of A. 
Let A have ti components of size mi, 1 <i< k. We can find these components in 
at most O(rn’) time. By Proposition 6.5, we can find the set K1 in at most 
O((Cf=, ti.m?)r) time, which is dominated by 0(rn3) time. 
By Proposition 7.3, in 0(rn4) time we can classify the components of A into strong 
isomorphism classes and can find, in every strong isomorphism class, a strong 
isomorphism from an arbitrary representative component to each component in the 
class. It is trivial to produce the set K, from these maps. Note that both 1 K, 1 and 1 K2 ) 
are O(n). 0 
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